The emergence of large information systems has pushed software specification into the area of business modelling to adequately capture and consider business requirements. At the same time, there has been a move toward techniques for specifying the behaviours of and the knowledge associated with intelligent agents as these are increasingly found as important components of those information systems. This paper presents four software models useful for specifying the requirements of an agent oriented information system. Adopting a similar notation for each model smooths the transition between models. It will be shown that it is in the relationships between these models there is scope for capturing purposive descriptions that facilitate reuse at various levels. A commentary on the importance of an explicit representation of the purpose for which a software component is intended is provided followed by an example, from the domain of military simulation, that illustrates the model and its application. The aim of this paper is to present a modelling approach that unifies business models, use case * Simon Goss is a research fellow at The Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, at the University of Melbourne † Clint Heinze is a post-graduate student in the Intelligent Agent Lab, Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, The University of Melbourne (clint@cs.mu.oz.au) ‡ Michael Papasimeon is a post-graduate student in the Intelligent Agent Lab, Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, at The University of Melbourne (michp@cs.mu.oz.au) models, agent behavioural models and domain models, for the purpose of specifying an agent oriented information system.
INTRODUCTION
Many years of software engineering theory and practice have demonstrated the importance of developing software with well defined, precise, concise, unambiguous and documented requirements. The process of requirements specification and management, like in all engineering disciplines becomes increasingly important the larger the scale and scope of the software system being developed. High quality requirements specification and management techniques is particularly relevant to the construction of modern information systems. This isn't only because modern information systems are historically some of the most complex systems developed by humans, but also because they are critical in the running and operations of many businesses.
Traditional approaches to requirements specifications for such information systems have included documents outlining the functional and non functional requirements of a system. This usually took the form of numbered requirements, laid out as linear statements, describing what the proposed system shall or shall not do. As information systems became more complex, these approaches were insufficient in modelling the requirements in a manner that facilitated the tasks of the client, the software analyst, designers and testers. Over the years such techniques have been supplemented and complemented with additional methods. For example, formal mathematical methods have been used to unambiguously specify requirements for complex systems, especially those with safety, security or mission critical constraints. In recent years there has been a shift in software requirements specification from what the system needs to do, to one that answers the question of why. To understand the complex requirements of information system, what a system does must be understood, but also why it does it. There has been a shift to a purposive perspective; the purpose for the development of a particular information system. Understanding it's purpose helps to better develop the requirements of the system. For example, when specifying functionality there has been a shift from simply stating the functions that a system can perform, to one where the user and other actors become central in the specification. The functionality of the information system is presented from the perspective of the user and the tasks he or she needs to achieve in using the system.
In order to support reuse however, the purpose of the information system must be explicitly modelled through the software development lifecycle. Too often when going from requirements to design, the purpose of the system is implicit; that is, it is in the head of the designer. It is only when the purpose of a system, its components, and its requirements are explicit that an adequate assessment of the potential for reuse can be made.
REQUIREMENTS MODELLING 2.1 Use Case Modelling
Use case modelling is a good example of a requirements specification technique which has a purposive perspective. The trend to such approaches is evident by the important and central role which use case modelling plays in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [13] and its associated methodologies [7] . A use case model of an information system puts the requirements and the purpose of the system in context. Not only do we see the external interactions of the system through the explicit representation of actors such as users, and other software and hardware systems, but also the use cases describe the functionality of the system in terms of the purposes for which the actors use the system. The use case model becomes central in the specification of a modern information system and is complements traditional approaches to requirements specification.
Business Modelling
A business model helps to define the actors, business workers and business processes that are present in an organisation. Formally defining the processes an organisation uses not only helps from a business perspective but also helps identify business processes which can be automated or that are highly dependant on certain information systems. More importantly however, a business model puts software use case models and software requirements specifications in context of the activities the enterprise/business or organisation needs to undertake. The specification for the software is no longer viewed in isolation, but it is viewed in terms of the purpose of the software within the organisation. The development and use of a particular information system must satisfy a particular business need. Explicitly developing business and use case models in addition to traditional software requirements specifications ensures that purpose of an information system is explicitly stated in terms the business requirements of an organisation.
A recent trend in the business process modelling community has been to adopt the notational conventions of the software modelling community. This is particularly true for methodologies such as the Unified Modelling Language (UML) where requirements specification notations such as use case diagrams have been adopted for capturing business requirements. The reason for this is that both information systems and businesses can be considered as complex systems with internal and external actors that need to undertake some activities (use cases). Whereas in traditional use case modelling we have use cases representing the functional requirements of the system, and we have actors; external entities which interact with the system via use cases. In business process modelling, we deal with business use-cases representing the different processes that a business can undertake. Interacting with the business use cases we have external business actors representing the external people, organisations and systems which a business may interact with. These may be clients, other businesses or even other information systems such external databases. These types of techniques have resulted in initiatives such as he specification of business modelling's extensions to UML appearing as a standard UML extension profile; the adopting of Business Modelling as an import process in the Unified Process; and the adoption and custom extension of UML to business modelling [10] . Figure 1 : A diagrammatic representation of part of a business model for Air Operations Analysis branch using UML. The sponsor/client are air force officers that will make use of the advice provided from by the branch. The subject matter experts (SME) are typically the operational crews of the aircraft and the engineers experienced in the technical aspects of the on-board systems.
Agent Behavioural Modelling
As information systems become more complex, some enterprises and organisations have begun to move to agents as either technology enablers or to more agent oriented software engineering methodologies as a means of abstraction to handle the complexity in these systems. As a result, not only is the specification of the system from an external perspective (i.e. use case modelling) important, but we must also try to understand the system from the point of view of the agents in the system. This agent model is the specification of the behaviour required of the agents in the system. From one perspective this is an internal view of the information system not provided by the standard use case and business modelling approaches. From another perspective it is still an external perspective. The behaviour of the agents is specified in the context of their interactions with their environment. For example, notions of internal agent mental states are not explored.
Agent behavioural modelling can use the same UML notation used for use case and business modelling. Just as use case and business modelling should not be seen as exclusive alternatives to other methods of requirements specification, similarly agent use case modelling should be viewed as a complementary technique. It should be used as an additional view into the requirements of a complex system that is amenable to an agent oriented perspective. Not all systems are amenable to such a view. However there are benefits to be obtained in taking such approach, especially for systems that are inherently agent oriented. Specifying the behavioural aspects of the agents in a system up front provide all the benefits of specifying the behaviour of a system as a whole.
Domain Modelling
Because information systems are embedded in real business environments the specification of those systems is contextually dependent upon knowledge of the real world. Managing, representing, and modelling this knowledge assists the requirements engineering processes. Defining the behaviours that agents can undertake requires an understanding of the domain in which they operate. A domain model helps to articulate and communicate information about the domain in which the information system is being built in. This is especially true for newer or more complex systems where the software engineers and other stakeholders in the system can use a model of the domain as a common vocabulary in order to reach a shared understanding. A common notation is also important from this perspective. Therfore a modelling language such as the UML can also be used for domain modelling to complement the other types of models presented [4] .
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
In the previous section use case, business, agent and domain models were discussed without specific reference to examples as how these models might be used. This section presents three brief examples of how the four models might be used in certain types of information systems. This is followed by a more detailed use case in the following section.
Air Combat Simulation
The Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) conducts operational analysis to provide advice on the acquisition and tactical use of airborne systems such as fighter aircraft for the Australian Defence Force (ADF). One of the techniques that is used is that of air combat simulation. Large simulation of air combat are developed to study particular tactics or equipment. The these simulation are completely constructive; there are no humans in the loop. Instead there are virtual fighter pilots flying the virtual combat aircraft. The virtual pilots are developed using agent technology to represent the decision making, reasoning and tactical capabilities of real fighter pilots.
For some applications however, the agents are removed and are replaced with human operators (so called "Human-InThe-Loop" or "HiL" simulation). In this cases the models representing the physical world do not distinguish between been operated by humans or agents. Although there is a design and implementation interfacing issue, the behavioural specification for a human or a computational agent in such a system is identical. In fact the construction of these type of simulation systems is simplified when a distinction is not made, and the system is built in a way to accomodate agents or humans (that is a synthetic environment that is agnostic as to whether the intelligent entities operating in it is virtual (computational) or real. These findings are presented by Heinze et. al. in [5] .
In developing the requirements for such a system a number of things must be considered. Obviously the functionality available to analyst conducting a study is important. This includes the ability to specify, run, analyse and visualise a scenario. It is here that a use case model of the simulation system is needed. Because running these simulations are important the core business of DSTO's Air Operations Division a business model of the division is needed to explicitly show where air combat simulation fits in the overall process of providing advice to the ADF. The use case model describes the functionality of the system, primarily from the perspective of the main users who happen to be air combat analysts. However, this information isn't enough to specify what actually goes on in the simulation. The interesting behaviour is that which is performed by the pilot agents. Therefore an agent model is needed to specify the behaviours which the pilots should undertake in a particular simulation. Finally, the area of air operations is difficult to understand for the non-expert. An understanding of the domain is critical for the specification of the required behaviours. An understanding of the air combat domain calls for an explicit domain model.
Use Case Model Actors include the analysts who use the simulation to obtain results and possibly external databases which the simulation tool may interact with. The main use cases involve analysts being able to specify air combat scenarios, run and control a simulation and then be able to visualise and analyse the results.
Business Model This is a business model of an organisation performing analysis for the Australian Defence Force. Business workers include analysts, managers, modellers, subject matter experts, and software engineers developing the simulations. External business actors include clients in the Australian Defence Force and external subject matter experts. Business use cases describe the major activities of the organisation including the running of simulations in order to perform analysis to provide advice. This business model puts in context, how the simulation software mentioned above is used in the organisation.
Agent Model
The air combat simulation constructed makes use of intelligent agents to represent human reasoning and tactical decision making of military operators in the scenarios being considered. These include fighter pilots, mission commanders, sensor operators etc. The agent use case model is a behavioural specification of the activities and tasks performed by the agents in the synthetic environment represented in the air combat simulation.
Domain Model This is a model of the domain of air combat. The actors represent the people involved in air combat operations such as pilots and fighter controllers. The model specifies the activities that are undertaken in air combat operations and are used to help specify the behaviour in the agent model.
Game Development
Consider a game development company working on a game for a publisher. In the game specification document (also known as the game design in the industry), a use case model can be used to identify the activities that the game player can undertake in the game. The business model describes the game development organisation, not only internally (such as the relationship between the development staff such as engineers and artists), but also externally, with publishers and other organisations.
Similar to the air combat example in the previous section, being able to specify the behaviour of the game from the user's perspective is only specifies the system partially. The behaviour of the characters (or agents) in the game need to be described. This is where the agent model comes in. Finally, if the game is set in a particularly complex fictitious (or simulated real) world then a domain model is required to lay out the boundaries and possibilities of the virtual world's domain.
Use Case Model When specifying a use case model of a video game the primary actor is the game player. The use case model should describe the activities the player can undertake while using the game software; both in and out game elements. A game development may also choose to create use case models for other internal software tools used to develop the game. For example, an artist might make use of texturing tool and a level designer might use a level editor.
Business Model The business model describes how the game development company operates and develops games. The primary business workers will include project managers, producers, artists, software engineers, game designers, sound engineers, programmers and testers. These business workers are involved in specific activities as part of the overall game development process. For example, a sound engineer might be involved in a number of use cases such as creating sounds effects for a game. The business model should also include external business workers which the game company interacts with such as the publisher, venture capitalists, the player community etc.
Agent Model An agent use case model in a game development project will be used as a means to describe the behaviour of the characters (or other intelligent entities) in a game. It should contain detailed information of how the characters interact with the virtual game world, other characters and the human players playing the game.
Domain Model Most games have a background story that may be considered the domain in which the game lives in. This is more specific than a game genre. This model should contain information about the fictitious world developed for the game. It is the domain which the character behaviour is constrained by.
Online Retailing
Consider a web based store selling varying types of objects. There are many examples available today (books, food, software, videos etc). Critical to the operation of this company is the online information system. Therefore, the company must be able to specify how a customer should be able to interact and purchase items on the system via his or her web browser. This first step can be specified using a use case model. The business model shows the bigger picture of how the online information system fits into the overall running of the business such as the relationship with suppliers, inventory and stock control.
If the information system is sufficiently complex and offers value added features to the client that are implemented using agents, an agent use case model may be required. This may include agents for making recommendations, bargain finding agents, reminder agents and so forth. An use case model will be needed to describe how the agents behave in the context of this particular information system. When exploring different options for the agents that be made available on the system to the customers, a domain model may be built to help understand the particular domain being explored. For example a domain model might be built to understand the concepts involved in bargain hunting. The agent model might then only describe a subset of these for inclusion in the final system.
Use Case Model This model would describe the functionality of the online web store as well as the back end of the retail system. So in addition to the obvious actors such as the customers who visit the web site, the use case model might show interactions with a catalogue database, an inventory system, a purchasing system etc. The model should describe all the different types of activities the customer can undertake via the web-site, as well as the general functionality of the system.
Business Model
The model describes how the online retailer operates the business. What are the external relationships with suppliers, customers etc. The internal relationships indicate perhaps the activities of the programmers who maintain the online presence.
Agent Model
In some online retailers agents are used to provide an enhanced experience to the customer. These might include agents that manage a customer's wish-list, current shopping basket as well as agents that recommend purchases and remind the customer about special events like up coming birthdays, as well as agents that search the internet to find the best bargain for the product the customer is looking for. The agent model should describe how these agents behave and how they interact with the user.
Domain Model
This model describes the domain in which the online retail agents operate in. For example it might describe the domain, rules and practices of bargain hunting or recommendation making.
SUPPORTING REUSE
Reuse is supported by each of the four models developed in section 2 but in each case the type and scope of the reuse is different. Although a human can certainly satisfy the definition of being an agent, a distinction is made between modelling agents as computational entities in the agent model and humans in the business model for two reasons. Firstly, in domains like military simulation, the agents are computational models of real humans (e.g. fighter pilots) whose behaviour is defined by the domain model (e.g. air combat). The business model is also about the behaviour and activities of humans, but of a different group -the group of humans using the software being developed (e.g. military operational analysts).
Transitions Between Models
The real scope for reuse is seen in the transitions between the models. In practice there are inevitable iterations through each of these models but there is a logical sequence to consider them. The business model sets the context for the software development and identifies the business activities that will be supported by the software. As these business requirements flow down into the use case models there are links created between the two models. At the site of these links it is possible to identify the "purpose" for which a software requirement exists by tracing back to the business requirement that spawned it.
In precisely the same manner the software requirements expressed in the use case model flow down to the behavioural requirements of the agent that are captured in the agent model. The link between the use case model and the agent model traces the purpose for which the agent behaviour is developed.
The agent behaviour is more complex in that it also is influenced by the specification of the knowledge in the domain model. The use case model provides the reasons for the existence of a particular behaviour in the agent model. The domain model provides the context and broader knowledge that encompasses the agent model. In the links between the domain model and the agent model can be represented the assumptions, constraints, and simplifications that help to specify the agent behaviours. The agent model is influenced in two ways: the links to the use case model that describe the purpose for the behaviour in a requirements modelling context; and the links to the domain model that describe the purpose of the behaviour in a knowledge modelling.
Representations of Purpose
Specifying the requirements for an information system is critically tied to an understanding of the manner in which the software will be used-answering the how question. This paper will argue that a less intuitive, but stronger, link exists between the purpose for which a system is developed and the manner in which the requirements should be specified-the why question. Adopting an agent oriented approach to modelling, particularly one that supports purposive descriptions, allows views of a system that support and even encourage reuse.
Purposive descriptions have been associated with each of the four models by other researchers. Purposive descriptions associated with models of agency are not novel [11] and have proven their benefit across a range of fielded applications in subtly different aspects of software engineering. Often models of purpose, intentionality, or goal directedness provide the key ingredients to a theory of agency that forms the basis for a language. Related to this are endeavours to augment software requirements specification with features of agency. This clearly supports the specification of systems constructed from purposive languages [9] and promises to have wider application.
Purposive descriptions in use case and requirements modelling emerge in the literature associated with goal directed analysis and design. There is a broad and deep consideration of goal-directedness in software specification for many different and valid reasons.
"The advantage of a goal directed approach is that both the system and its environment can be modelled at a high level of abstraction."-Haywood and Dart [2] But the importance of goal-directed requirements modelling has been identified as offering significant advantages [1] and these would extend into reuse. In the world of business modelling the situation is less clear. All manner of approaches to modelling goals in business have been proposed and many of these are based on the UML [14] . In an enterprise wide sense Schonthaler and others define project results and hence software requirements in terms of resulting business performance:
"project results are defined in terms of business performance instead of functionality and technical performance."-Frank Schonthaler Keynote Address Requirements Engineering '02
This links the evaluation of software requirements directly to the success in meeting business goals. Domain modelling, and the area that it shares with business modelling, has also been subject to a variety of approaches based on purposive descriptions. The most comprehensive of these is cognitive systems engineering [12] but others like SPEDE [8] are examples.
In a dynamic information driven world the means by which a goals are achieved is likely to be more dynamic than the existence of the goal itself. As new technologies emerge opportunities for obtaining competitive advantage hinge on the capacity to fit that technology within the constraints of the business. A view of the business grounded in purposive statements rather than a process-focussed view allows for smoother technology uptake and informs the matching of technology to business requirements. Capturing purpose in the context of requirements specification is facilitated by the adoption of an views of the system that allow for explicit representation of purpose.
AN AGENT ORIENTED INFORMATION SYSTEM CASE STUDY
This section describes a software system that illustrates the application of the models presented in Section 2. The Royal Australian Air Force's Maritime Patrol Group operate the AP-3C aircraft (see Figure 3 ). An upgrade of the sensors, particularly the radar, required a rethink of the standard operating procedures that govern the employment of the aircraft. In its role as advice provider to the Air Force, the Air Operations Analysis Branch of the Defence Science and Technology Organisation developed a pair of simulation systems to assist with the analysis and development of tactics. The first of the systems was a constructive 1 simulation used 1 The simulation community refers to systems that have no human interaction as constructive. Typically these simulations are used to explore large parameter spaces and develop statistical conclusions by adopting standard montecarlo techniques. by analysts to examine the impact of modifications to tactics in a large number of scenarios. The second was a humanin-the-loop variant that allowed an entire crew to fly the aircraft through many simulated scenarios. In Figure 1 a part of the business model of Air Operations Analysis (AOA) Branch shown. This indicates the important roles that are filled by people within the branch and was used to guide the simulation development. This is a standard business model described with the UML and there is nothing innovative about its use in this instance.
The business model is used to provide the context, vision, and motivation for the use case model and the software requirements specification that follows. In figure 5 a part of the use case model is shown. This use case diagram is an extension of the normal application of use case modelling to start to account for the presence of agents in the simulator [3] . The standard use case actor in this diagram is the AOA analyst. The actors that exist within the boundaries of the system are a representation of the agents that are required in the simulation. This system is the constructive simulation and consequently the only interaction with the system is with the analyst who runs it. A significant advantage of adopting a similar notation for representing agents and humans is demonstrated in Figure 6 . The specification of the second human-in-the-loop system was largely the same. The difference is that an agent is replaced by a human. In Figure 6 the radar operator agent is replaced by a real radar operator but the rest of the specification can remain unchanged. Of course the actual implementation of the simulator required a graphical user interface for the human but with the specification as a guide and careful design choices most of the system was reused in an unmodified form.
The tactics, knowledge, procedures, activities and other aspects of the "business" of the Maritime Patrol Group are also modelled. This allows a knowledge base to be built up that provides that information necessary for specifying the agents that simulate the air-crews. Figure 2 shows a part of this domain model indicating the team members and team structure.
When constructing the agent models it is inevitably the case that the particular software requirements dictate that some simplified subset of the domain model will be implemented. Agents are constructed not as complete and accurate simulations of crew-members but as simplified partial representations suitable for the purposes for which the simulation is required. It is important for operations researchers to be able to document and describe the simplifying assumptions Figure 7 : A diagram that shows the refine relationship link between the agents as they are specified and the domain model that stores the knowledge upon which the behaviours of those agents is based.
that have been made in the development of these agents. These can be reflected in a diagram that shows the refine relationships between the business concepts and their agent counterparts (see Figure 7 ).
Further details of this application have been described in [5] as has a description of the some of the design advantages that are afforded by the modelling choices presented in this paper [6] . The success of this particular system led to the reuse of much of the system in a second application. The application, known as the Armchair Warrior, is shown in Figure 4 .
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented four views on requirements modelling. These views are complementary and address different issues and needs that must be considered in the engineering of agent oriented information systems in a business environment. These four models share a common notation as they are all derivatives of standard UML use case modelling. This paper presents a unified coherent approach to requirements modelling at these levels that promotes reuse through the explicit capturing of purposive descriptions of the system. Several illustrative examples were provided as was a more detailed real-life case-study. Work is currently underway to address in more detail appropriate techniques for capturing and representing purpose.
The four views on modelling requirements for an information systems were presented at a very high level together with some examples. This was deliberate attempt to provoke discussion as to what types of views and models are needed to represent requirements adequately for the modern agent oriented information system. Future work will elaborate the details of each of the models using a complete example, showing in a step by step manner how to construct each model and how to make the transition from one requirements model to another.
